Course: 3 | Course Name: Canal Street Warehouse

Course Type: Skills Based | Start/Stop: Shot Timer / Last Shot

Targets: 22 Paper & 11 Steel | Scoring: TPC - Best 2 Hits on Paper / Steel Must Fall

Firearms / Rounds Required: Duty Handgun = 11 | Patrol Rifle = 44 Rounds

Start Position: Handgun loaded and holstered. Shooter standing with loaded Patrol Rifle at Shoulder Ready with heels touching Start Line.

Course Description: You are first to respond to a “gunfire call” at the Canal Street Warehouse. As you approach you hear people screaming and gunfire ahead of you. On Start Signal, advance to Firing Point 1 and engage Threat Targets 1 thru 12 with Rifle. Prior to advancing to search for additional threats, perform a Tactical Reload from cover within FP-1. Advance to FP-2 and engage Threat Targets 13 thru 22. Ground Rifle on mat with safety ON, muzzle facing outbound (arrow). Draw Handgun and advance to FP-3 engaging Threat Steel 1 thru 11 as seen. ♦ Two Procedural Penalties will be assessed for failing to perform a Tactical Reload within FP-1 after engaging Threat Targets 1 thru 12 and prior to engaging additional Threats.

Course Designed By: Base Course by Jeff Goss of Linea De Fuego with Conversion to TPC by NRA Staff
Course Material & Supplies

- Shot Timer
- Scorecards
- RO Clipboard
- Staple Gun & Staples
- IPSC Targets = 15 (10 Threat & 5 Non-Threat)
- IPSC ½ Size Targets = 16 (12 Threat & 4 Non-Threat). Will be provided by NRA.
- Tan Target Pasters
- White Target Pasters
- Black Spray Paint
- White Spray Paint
- Target Stands = 31
- Target Stand Sticks = 62 minimum / Length will vary
- Steel Pepper Popper Targets - Full Size = 7 Handgun Grade (5 White & 2 Black)
- Plate Rack with 6 plates = Handgun Grade
- Carpet or other material for rifle grounding mat at FP-2
- Wall Sections = 12 to 18 full height depending on width – Wall at FP-2 requires prone port / Two low walls.
- Material to mark Control Lines and Start Line
- Other: